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1.

INTRODUCTION

One of the key tools weather forecasters use in
preparing forecasts and severe weather warnings is the
Nation’s network of 159 Doppler weather radars known
as the Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD)
system, also known as the Weather Surveillance Radar1988, Doppler (WSR-88D). The federal government
invested over $1.4B in developing and deploying the
NEXRAD network, and operates and maintains that
network to ensure the best possible protection of life
and property. In addition, the National Weather Service
(NWS) uses Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) data to
further supplement the forecast and severe weather
warning capability.
The federal government is promoting energy
independence through the installation of renewable
energy sources, and wind energy is a key resource in
many parts of the country. In recent years, NEXRAD
system operators and data users have noticed an
increasing number of wind farms visible in the data and
derived products, such as precipitation estimates. This
occurs when wind farms are located in a NEXRAD radar
beam/radar line of sight (RLOS). The rotating wind
turbine blades defeat the radar’s clutter filtering
algorithm, which only filters energy returned from nearly
stationary objects (buildings, terrain, etc.), thus
adversely impacting radar data quality and the
performance of the radar’s internal weather detection
algorithms.
Over the next couple decades, the potential for
wind farms to interfere with the NEXRAD/TDWR radar
networks will increase with the anticipated large growth
in wind energy projects. This increased interference will
result not only from the growth of the number of wind
farms, but also from the increasing size of wind farms
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and the use of taller turbines, as shown in Fig. 1. The
NEXRAD Radar Operations Center (ROC) has
evaluated over 800 wind farm projects, some with
proposed turbine blade tip heights exceeding 152m
(500ft) above the ground. The non-uniform distribution
of climatologically-favorable winds for wind energy
generation is shown in Fig. 2.
This paper discusses ROC efforts to improve
estimates of wind farm impacts and develop options for
mitigating wind farm interference issues. Information is
presented on:
(1) The NEXRAD system; how wind farms can
impact NEXRAD data and forecast/severe
weather warning performance;
(2) How the ROC has changed its assessment of
potential impacts; recent ROC initiatives to
provide additional tools to field forecasters;
(3) Recent efforts for research, education, and
collaboration with the wind energy industry;
and
(4) Finally, there are considerations for a way
forward that allows both the wind industry and
the NEXRAD program to meet their national
goals…promoting renewable energy and public
safety/resource protection.
2. NEXRAD RADAR NETWORK OVERVIEW
The 159 operational NEXRAD radars are located
across the contiguous United States (Fig. 2), Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and select overseas sites. The
radar transmits a 10-cm wavelength (S-band),
horizontally polarized 1° beam at 750 kW peak power.
It was designed to detect weather targets and stormscale winds at long ranges. In addition, its receiver is
sensitive enough to detect clear-air (without the
presence of clouds or rain) boundaries such as
temperature and humidity discontinuities.
The system received a state-of-the-art digital signal
processor upgrade in 2006, and is scheduled to be
upgraded with dual polarization starting in 2011.
Operationally, the radar automatically scans the
atmosphere in pre-defined coverage patterns from 0.5°
to 19.5° elevation above the horizon, then processes
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Fig. 1. U.S.
U
Department of Energy proje
ected increases in wind turbine h
height (top dead
d center) and turrbine capacity (b
black
line) from
m 2010 to 2030. The upper-left depiction
d
of an airplane
a
outline o
over the hub of a turbine repressents the radar ccross
section a turbine can have
e, approximately the same as a 747
7 airliner.

Fig. 2. U.S. Department of Energy 50-meter wind re
esource map sh
ble for wind en
nergy
howing areas (colored) favorab
ment with NEXRA
AD locations (red circles) overlaid
d.
developm
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and distrib
butes reflectiviity, mean radial velocity, and
a
spectrum width
w
(a meas
sure of the va
ariability of rad
dial
velocities in the resolution volume) data.
d
From th
his
mputer algoritthms generatte a suite of
data, com
meteorolog
gical and hyd
drological prod
ducts and ale
erts
used for determining
d
sh
hort-term forec
casts, advisorie
es,
and warnings for significant weather events such as
w
shear, downbursts, fla
ash
tornadoes, large hail, wind
floods, an
nd other wea
ather phenom
mena.
Nation
nal
Weather Service
S
and Department
D
of Defense (Do
oD)
weather fo
orecasters use NEXRAD data to provide lifeand resou
urce-saving infformation to support:
s
public,
military op
perations, and
d inform reso
ource protectiion
decision makers
m
(e.g., em
mergency mana
agers). The da
ata
are also us
sed for the saffe and efficientt operation of the
t
National Aiirspace System
m - NEXRAD da
ata are display
yed
on FAA air traffic controllers’ screens and sent direc
ctly
cial
to many airborne aircraftt. Additionally, the commerc
weather in
ndustry has ex
xperienced rap
pid growth in the
t
last decade
e, due in part to the availability of and use of
real-time NEXRAD
N
data.. Television broadcasters
b
re
ely
on both the
eir own weathe
er surveillance
e radars and da
ata
collected from
f
the NEX
XRAD network
k to inform th
heir
viewers of evolving weath
her conditions.
The ge
eneral public may
m access the
e radar data fro
om
private
companies
and
the
Internet
(e..g.,
http://radarr.weather.gov/)). Detailed in
nformation abo
out
the NEX
XRAD radar is available
e in (Fede
eral
Meteorolog
gical Handboo
ok No. 11, Parts A – D;
http://www.roc.noaa.gov/FMH_11/defau
ult.asp).
There are importantt differences between
b
weath
her
ce radars, su
uch as NEX
XRAD, and air
surveillanc
surveillanc
ce radars (ASR
Rs), such as th
hose operated by
the FAA, Department
D
of Homeland Sec
curity (DHS) and
a
DoD. Whille they both op
perate on simila
ar principles, th
heir
targets of interest and sig
gnal processing
g are significan
ntly
f
large, harrd, point targe
ets
different. ASRs look for

ft) and proce
ess the data to mitigate weak
(aircraft
environ
nmental returnss. In contrast, weather surveillance
radars look for veryy small, widelyy distributed ttargets
water droplets, aerosols, atmo
ospheric particu
ulates)
(e.g., w
and pe
erform signal p
processing to remove or m
mitigate
strong, point targetss. Therefore, ASR-wind tturbine
clutter (WTC) mitig
gation techniq
ques may no
ot be
able to weathe
er radars. Alsso, the identiffication
applica
and rem
moval of WTC
C is likely to be more difficcult for
weathe
er radars since the many rotating blades of a wind
farm re
eturn signals a
appear very sim
milar to real w
weather
(Fig. 3)).
3. IMP
PACTS OF W
WIND FARMS ON THE NEXRAD
RADAR
R
The tyypes and seve
erity of impaccts is depende
ent on
g terrain, heig
ght of the tu
urbines
distancce, intervening
relative
e to the radar b
beam, and size of the wind farm. In
genera l, the impactss begin to dramatically inccrease
when wind farms are sited in the RLOS within
approxiimately 18 km of the NEXRA
AD (Fig. 4). S
Severe
impactss can occur if tthey are sited iin the RLOS w
within 3
km of the radar. W
Wind farms ca
an impact NE
EXRAD
radars in four ways:

(1) W
When the turb
bine blades arre moving and
d they
p
protrude into the RLOS, they can reflect
u
unfilterable ene
ergy back to th
he radar system and
a
appear as clu
utter in the ba
ase data (refle
ectivity,
vvelocity, and s pectrum width)). Unfortunately, this
ccorrupted data
a is then ussed by other radar
a
algorithms to d
detect certain sstorm characteristics,
ssuch as rotatio
on (tornadoes) and storm m
motion,
a
and to producce a suite off weather pro
oducts,
iincluding preccipitation estim
mates, verticall wind

Fig. 3a. Th
his Velocity imag
ge (0.5 degree scan)
s
from the Great
G
Falls, MT WSR-88D (KTF
FX) on February 9, 2006 at 1859 GMT
shows how only a few turb
bines very close to the radar ca
an cause a relattively large impa
act on radar datta. The 6 turbin
nes are
ely 6km from the
e WSR-88D and
d in the RLOS. The velocity da
ata is contamina
ated in azimuth for 9 degrees a
and out
approximate
beyond 20km
m due to multi-pa
ath and inter-turb
bine scattering. Fig. 3b. This Re
eflectivity image (0.5 degree scan) from the Dyesss AFB,
TX WSR-88
8D (KDYX) on Se
eptember 9, 2008
8 at 1044 GMT shows
s
how a larg
ge area of wind turbines (west o
of radar and in the white
box annotattion) can look sim
milar to weather returns. Note that
t
weather retu
urns down range
e of the wind farrm do not appea
ar to be
affected by attenuation due to the wind farm
m. Potential blockage/attenuation
n of radar signalss by wind farms must be analyze
ed on a
se basis.
case-by-cas
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proffiles, and seve
ere weather ale
erts.
Turbin
nes
sited
d within 18 km
m of NEXRAD begin to impa
act
multtiple elevation scanning angles and crea
ate
multtipath scattering returns th
hat show up as
spik
kes of enhance
ed reflectivity do
own range of the
t
wind
d farm.
(2) Whe
en turbines are
e within 3km of
o the radar, wiind
turbines’ large na
acelles (hubs)) can physica
ally
bloc
ck a significan
nt percentage
e of the rada
ar’s
narrrow beam, atte
enuating the radar
r
signal and
a
impa
acting data throughout the en
ntire range of the
t
rada
ar.
(3) Rad
dar energy reflected from tow
wers and turbiine
blad
des can damag
ge the radar rec
ceiver and cau
use
othe
er severe impa
acts. If turbines
s are sited in the
t
rada
ar’s near field, which
w
for the NEXRAD
N
is with
hin
1500m of the ante
enna, then they
y can damage the
t
rada
ar receiver and/or cause
e unpredictab
ble
impa
acts to radar be
eam formation.
(4) Whe
en turbines are
a
sited with
hin 200m of a
NEX
XRAD, there is potential forr construction or
main
ntenance perrsonnel to be
b
exposed to
micrrowave
en
nergy
exceeding
HA
OSH
(Occ
cupational Saffety and Health
h Administratio
on)
thresholds.
Examp
ples of how win
nd farms appear on operation
nal
NEXRADs are shown in Fig. 3. These
T
and oth
her
availa
able
examples
are
at:
http://www.roc.noaa.gov/w
windfarm/windffarm_impacts.a
as
p
Figure
e 4 depicts the relative notional impact of wiind
farms on NEXRAD
N
rada
ars as a function of distance
e if
wind turbines are in th
he RLOS. Im
mpacts increa
ase
ally as wind farms
f
are site
ed closer to the
t
exponentia
radar, esp
pecially within
n 18km, and radar operator
workarounds become mo
ore difficult. Determination of
RLOS and
d impact dista
ance are highly dependent on

local te
errain, requiring site-by-site
e analyses.
Wind
turbine clutter has no
ot had a majorr negative impact on
forecasst or warning operations, yyet. Howeverr, with
more and larger w
wind turbiness coming on line,
experie
ence gained to date strongly suggestss that
negativve impacts sshould be an
nticipated -- some
sufficie nt to comprom
mise the abilityy of radar data users
orm their missio
ons.
to perfo
ECENT EFFOR
RTS TO IMPR
ROVE WIND FARM
4. RE
IMPAC
CT ASSESSME
ENTS
he ROC lea
arns of pottential wind farm
Th
pments throug
gh formal and
d informal me
ethods.
develop
Formal ly, the Depa
artment of Co
ommerce’s Na
ational
Telecom
mmunications and Informa
ation Adminisstration
(NTIA) acts as a clearinghouse for develope
ers to
volunta
arily submit wiind farm proposals for revie
ew by
severall Federal agen
ncies, including
g NOAA. This formal
processs is in the Am
merican Wind E
Energy Association’s
(AWEA
A) Wind Siting Handboo
ok (AWEA 2008).
Informa
ally, the ROC learns of wind
d farm projectss from
local w
weather foreccast offices, tthrough local news
articless or web links to
o news storiess referencing pllanned
The ROC proactively contactts the
wind ffarms.
develop
pers if the prroject appearss to have po
otential
impactss to the nearbyy NEXRAD.
Also,
deve
elopers
can ano
onymously ana
alyze a potenttial wind farm p
project
for NE
EXRAD impactts early in the planning prrocess
using a GIS tool lo
ocated on the
e FAA’s Obstrruction
Evaluattion/Airport A
Airspace Anallysis web siite at
This
https://o
oeaaa.faa.gov//oeaaa/externa
al/portal.jsp.
ROC’s
tool is currently bein
ng upgraded to reflect the R
new an
nalysis criteria.
Th
he ROC proviides a case-b
by-case analyysis of
potentia
al wind farm impacts on NEXRAD data
a and
forecasst/warning ope
erations. In th
he last 4 yearrs, the
ROC h
has analyzed over 800 w
wind energy p
project

Fig. 4. Es
stimated impacts
s of wind farms on NEXRAD rada
ars relative to the
e separation dista
ance.
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proposals on a case-by--case basis. The
T
ROC uses
s a
c information system (GIS) database th
hat
geographic
utilizes datta from the Space Shuttle Ra
adar Topograp
phy
Mission to create a RLOS map specific
c to the propos
sal
area or turbines under study. The ROC
C then performs
sa
meteorolog
gical and engin
neering analysis
s using:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

adar to turbines
s;
Distance from ra
Maximum
M
height of turbine blade tips;
Number of wind turbines;
Elevation of the nearby NEXRA
AD antenna;
0 degree beam
m width sprea
ad;
An average 1.0
an
nd terrain (GIS database).

From this data, the ROC determ
mines if the ma
ain
m will intersec
ct any tower or turbine bla
ade
radar beam
based on the Standard Atmosphere’s refractive ind
dex
nally, the ROC
C estimates ope
erational impac
cts
profile. Fin
based upo
on type and am
mount of severre weather in the
t
counties su
urrounding the wind farm.
In
nitially, the RO
OC established the RLOS as
s a
benchmark
k for seekin
ng further discussions with
w
developers
s on mitigatio
on strategies. However, our
o
experience
e over the pas
st few years is
s that most wiind
farms in th
he RLOS, whiile a nuisance
e to radar use
ers,
have not proven
p
to signifficantly impact forecast/warniing
operations. In order to focus our efforts on wind farm
proposals that have moderate to hiigh potential for
impacts, we
w have limited mitigation disc
cussions to tho
ose
wind farms
s that are within
n 18km (10nm)) (flat terrain) of
o a
NEXRAD.
Less than
n 10% of ana
alyzed wind farm
proposals have been prrojected to be within 10 milles
(18km) of a NEXRAD, and
a
only a han
nd full out of 800
8
proposals had
h a wind farm
m sited within 3km
3
of NEXRA
AD.

opers are trying to keep a safe
So far,, most develo
distancce.
ECENT NOAA/
A/NWS WIND T
TURBINE CLU
UTTER
5. RE
(WTC) MITIGATION INITIATIVES
n our effort to p
provide
In 2010, progresss was made in
g and tools to NWS field officces to mitigate
e WTC
training
impactss on the radar.. First the NW
WS Warning De
ecision
Training
g Branch in No
orman, OK devveloped a 1-ho
our online cou
urse for foreca
asters on identtifying and mitiigating
WTC ( http://www.wdttb.noaa.gov/). This training sshould
aise awarenesss of the issue within the NW
WS and
help ra
d confusion in the forecast/w
warning
help forrecasters avoid
processs.
Second, the National Severe S
Storms
Laborattory (NSSL) and the ROC
C jointly deve
eloped
Geogra
aphical Informa
ation Systems (GIS) “shape”” (shp)
data file
es wind turbine
e locations. ”T
These shp filess were
made a
available to NW
WS field office
es via NOAA server
downlo
oad in Januaryy 2011 and a
are also availa
able to
nd DoD WSR-8
he files can be
e used
FAA an
88D users. Th
to crea
ate Advanced Weather Intteractive Processing
System
m (AWIPS) G
GIS overlays to help W
Weather
Forecasst Office and R
River Forecastt Center staff id
dentify
potentia
al areas of WT
TC. The NSS
SL and ROC p
plan to
release
e quarterly upda
ates of the shp
p files.
Th
he shp files included outlin
nes of wind farms,
turbine locations frrom the FAA
A’s “built turrbines”
databasse, and turbin
nes identified from digital satellite
imageryy. The polygo
on outlines of wind farm loccations
(Fig. 5,, right) were prrepared by NS
SSL using 12-m
months
of acccumulated rad
dar Next Generation Qualitative
Precipittation Estima
ation (Q2 QPE) data (visit
http://w
www.nssl.noaa.gov/projects/q2
2/q2.php for more

Fig. 5. Left image: 12-montth Q2 QPE show
wing bright “hot spots”
s
west of D
Dyess AFB WSR
R-88D (KDYX) near Abilene, TX with 3and 18-km range
r
rings. Righ
ht image: NSSL--generated polygons outlining QP
PE “hot spots”.
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Information). The long-term QPE data show a “hot spot”
in precipitation accumulation due to the anomalous high
reflectivity associated with WTC and other causes
(Fig.5, left image). Parameter-elevation Regressions on
Independent
Slopes
Model
(PRISM)
climate
precipitation data for the same 12-month period was
used to help flag QPE grid cells with unusually high
values. Wind turbine point location data were overlaid
on the 12-month QPE to determine if the flagged areas
were induced by wind turbine clutter. The NSSL then
enclosed these wind-farm-induced hotspots with
polygons within a shp file.
Along with education and awareness, the ROC
continued its collaboration with other Federal agencies
to leverage off of their progress. We are working with
the DHS, DoD, and FAA to develop a quantitative
“Radar-Wind Turbine Interaction Model” that will more
accurately and objectively determine the impacts of
wind turbines (current and proposed) on various federal
radar systems, including the NEXRAD. The contract for
this modeling effort was recently awarded. The ROC is
also participating in an Interagency Task Force (DOE,
DOD, DHS, FAA, NOAA, others) to define the most
promising short-, medium-, and long-term strategies for
mitigating WTC. The ROC continued to work with some
wind energy developers and NOAA’s General Counsel
Office to develop a Letter of Intent template for brief
operational curtailment of turbines in critical weather
situations. Operational curtailment is particularly useful
in locations with limited severe weather and where wind
farms are located between 3 and 18km from the radar.
A recent study by the Atmospheric Radar Research
Center ((ARRC): http://arrc.ou.edu) at the University of
Oklahoma, with limited funding from the ROC, looked at
using base radar data and a fuzzy logic-based algorithm
to automatically identify wind turbine clutter in near real
time. In addition to detection, the ARRC is exploring
signal processing methods based on real-time, wind
turbine telemetry-based algorithms. These knowledgebased techniques would exploit wind turbine data of
blade rotation rate, orientation, etc., and are a good
example of the benefits of collaboration with wind farm
operators. Studies have also been conducted on the
potential mitigation benefits of phased-array radar (Fig.
6), and other foundational studies are in progress using
a controlled laboratory environment with scaled turbine
models and dual-polarized scatterometers (Fig. 7).
6. A WAY FORWARD FOR COMPATIBLE WIND
ENERGY DEVELOPMENT
Our current strategy is three-fold and consists of
education and awareness, the development of shortterm mitigation strategies, and the development of longterm solutions. First, we must continue educating the
wind energy industry, weather forecasters and other
radar users on the potential impacts of wind farms on
NEXRAD weather radars. Second, we need to develop
radar-based techniques for identifying and mitigating
WTC and provide tools to field forecasters. Similarly,
we should work with wind energy developers to develop

wind farm based mitigation strategies, such as
operational curtailment of turbines during severe
weather, and the sharing of wind farm meteorological
tower weather data. The third strategy involves
collaboration with wind energy industry, individual
developers, other federal agencies, and academia to
fund research on WTC mitigation and develop shortterm and long-term mitigation strategies/techniques.
The ROC is supporting a wind industry desire for a
national “clearing house” for developers to submit wind
farm proposals to all federal agencies with radar assets
– e.g. DHS, DoD, FAA, and NOAA. This clearinghouse
would function similar to the FAA’s Obstruction
Evaluation Office for determining obstructions in
navigable airspace.
New funding is needed to help develop radar-based
and/or wind-turbine based solutions.
Radar-based
mitigation funding could be used to develop signal
processing technology that eliminates WTC (a difficult
technical challenge for which there may not be a
solution) and, perhaps, build additional gap-filler radars
for impacted areas. Wind turbine-based mitigation
funding could be used to develop radar-friendly
“stealthy” wind turbine blades and towers, provide
supplemental surface weather data (precipitation,
temperature, dew point, pressure, 10-meter wind speed
and direction) transmitted automatically from the wind
farm to the NWS to compensate for the wind-farmcontaminated radar data.
7. SUMMARY
NEXRAD is a key tool of the NOAA NWS warning
and forecast system, providing critical life-saving and
resource protection data to multiple federal agencies
and the public. Experience with established wind farms
located in NEXRAD RLOS has shown that wind turbine
clutter impacts the radar reflectivity, velocity, and
spectrum width data as well as internal algorithms that
generate alerts and derived weather products, such as
precipitation estimates.
The severity of impacts
depends on many factors, but in general, wind farm
impacts to the NEXRAD exponentially increase as the
separation distance between them decreases,
especially within 18km. NOAA’s NWS supports the
responsible development of wind energy and wants to
work with the wind energy industry to avoid potential
impacts to the NEXRAD radar network and to find
technical solutions to the radar interference issue. The
NWS is collaborating with the wind industry and other
federal agencies to develop both radar-based and windturbine–based mitigation solutions. On the radar side,
the NWS has developed tools and training for radar
operators and data users to identify WTC. The NWS is
funding studies on radar-based signal processing
solutions to initially identify and flag wind farm
contaminated data, and eventually filter them from the
real weather data. The NWS is also working directly
with some wind energy developers on wind turbinebased mitigation, including the possible curtailment of
turbine operations during severe weather and the
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Fig 6. Illusttration of numerrical simulation scheme
s
used (le
eft) along with ttypical output fro
om the Simulato
or (right). Using this
method, it is
s possible to prod
duce individual time series data from
f
each eleme
ent of a phased a
array radar (adapted from Cheon
ng et
al. 2008). (C
Courtesy of the OU
O ARRC)

Fig 7. Mode
el wind turbine (le
eft) and 10 GHz dual-polarized scatterometer (rig
ght) in the ARRC
C Lab at the University of Oklahom
ma.
(Courtesy off the OU ARRC)

sharing of wind farm mett tower data. Wind
W
energy and
a
operation.
weather radars can coexiist through coo
Our em
mail is: wind.en
nergy.matters@
@noaa.gov.
8. RELATED WEB SITE
ES
viation Administration Obstruc
ction Evaluation
n/
Federal Av
Airport Airs
space Analysis
s (OE/AAA):
https://www
w.oeaaa.faa.go
ov/oeaaa/extern
nal/portal.jsp
National Te
elecommunicattions and Inform
mation
Administration (NTIA) Inte
erdepartmental Radio Adviso
ory
Committee
e (IRAC):
http://www.ntia.doc.gov/o
osmhome/irac.h
html
A
Ra
adar Research
University of Oklahoma Atmospheric
Center: http://arrc.ou.edu/
WSR-88D Radar Operations Center Wind Farm-Radar
Interaction Page:
windfarm/windffarm_index.asp
p
http://www.roc.noaa.gov/w
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